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Will raccoons explore and 
innovate novel solutions while 
known solutions are available?

Will raccoons exploit a single 
solution as difficulty increases?
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o Five trials per night for 10 nights (50 
total trials); n = 14;  trial time = 20 min

o Single food reward each trial.
o One solution must be solved 15 times 

before moving to next difficulty level.
o Generalized linear mixed effects models 

(GzLMMs) with ID as random effect
o Model selection using AICc

o Exploration-exploitation trade-offs account 
for costs and benefits of foraging in new 
patches.1This has not been previously 
studied in a problem-solving context. 

o Raccoons were given a multi-solution 
puzzle box2 with 3 solutions at 3 difficulty 
levels in order to test their exploratory 
problem-solving ability.

o This is a novel paradigm, in which all 3 
solutions were available during each trial, 
that expands on previous tests of behavioral 
flexibility and innovation.

Easy Solutions: Trial*Solution (Type III Wald’s 
X2, X2 = 7.18, df = 2, p = 0.03)

Medium Solutions: Trial (Type III Wald’s X2, 
X2  = 4.56, df = 1,  p = 0.03) + Solution (X2 = 
46.95, df = 1, p < 0.001)
Push-up window never solved.

Hard Solutions: Trial Number*Solution Type 
(Type III Wald’s X2, X2  = 13.49 , df = 2,  
p = 0.001) 

Top GzLMMs (binomial) 
Predicted values (lines) + 95% CI

Raccoons innovate while known solutions are available, and will 
solve more solutions at lower difficulty level à Exploration
Raccoons innovate while difficulty increases, but tend to favor one
solution at higher difficulty level à Exploitation
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